Force (The Spirit Trilogy Book 2)

Leah begins to help the police, using her psychic powers, to solve cases that have baffled
them, and on her first day they find out that the inspector was doing his utmost to see that
Maggie paid for Beckys death; Leahs greatest wish. With their maker entombed, they start to
settle down to a trouble-free life; or so they thought. Strange things happen and the feelings of
dread engulf them again. Not one of them saw the nightmares that would fill their lives from
then on, all the while running the funeral business with the compassion and precision they
were well respected for. This book contains descriptions of scene of an explicit sexual nature
which are suitable for adults only. The contents are not suitable for readers under the age of
eighteen years of age. Travelling the world and hunting out antiques has given Andrew
Harding a broad insight into the unravelling of the human mind. His fascination with the
paranormal, supernatural and also crime has inspired him to cross boundaries and write this
trilogy. The people who have crossed his path have covered such a broad spectrum that hes
realised that anything is possible, and that there are barriers to the depravity that could be
hidden beneath the surface.
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Books Result Spirit spells cast by one entity were usually very potent in the Shalnas. with
such force that the soil was overturned in some places, where Roderick had run.
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